The following two tools were developed to help voters, community organizations, and election officials visualize newly expanded language access coverage under state law starting in 2020.

As of November 2019, 18 counties (see Note 1) in California are now required to provide additional election support in 16 new languages (see Note 2). This assistance includes providing access to translated facsimile (reference) ballots, which voters can use while voting on an English ballot, among other translated voting materials.

Read more about AAAJ vs. Padilla

Interactive Map: California Language Communities by Precinct
Explore precincts within 18 counties (see Note 1) to discover languages covered on Election Day.

How to Navigate:

1. **Search by Language Filter**: In the upper left corner, toggle languages on and off to see the region(s) covering selected language(s).
2. **Search by County Filter**: In the bottom left toolbar, select the county filter logo on the right end and toggle counties on and off to see a specific county’s covered languages. You can combine both filters too! (e.g. Spanish and Santa Clara)
3. **Select a Precinct From the Map**: Zoom into your neighborhood by clicking on the map directly. Select any highlighted region (a precinct), and a pop-up box will appear displaying the covered languages in that precinct under "All Languages."

Click to use Interactive Map

Note: Merced county functionality is limited. Please check back for updates.

---

**California Voting Language Lookup Tool**

Use this tool to learn more about the covered languages in all 58 counties.

**Voters can search in two ways:**

1. Discover languages covered in each county.
2. Discover counties offering election materials in a selected language(s).
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Click to use Language Lookup Tool

Video: How to use Tools

This short video explains how to use the tool above.
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**Note 2**: Bengali / বাংলা, Burmese / ဘမာ, Gujarati / ગુજરાતી, Hindi / हिन्दी, Indonesian / bahasa Indonesia, Japanese / 日本語, Lao / ເພ៍, Mien, Mongolian / Монгол, Nepali / नेपाली, Tamil / தமிழ், Telugu / తెలుగు, Thai / ไทย, and Urdu / اردو. Additionally, access to translated voting materials will be expanded across these counties in Hmong / kwv tij hmoob and Punjabi / ਪੰਜਾਬੀ.
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